How to Actually Get
Dressed
I believe it’s possible to create a daily self-care
dressing plan that’s accessible.
What’s the trick to making it accessible?
The trick is the hidden accordion.
My speaking coach, KC Baker, taught me an
amazing trick to rock any speaking gig, no matter
how long or short - it’s an accordion.
You have the essentials of the speech (the bones)
and then sections that can be expanded
(accordions).
I move through the bones of the speech and
expand the accordions as I feel able. How does
this translate into accessible self-care?
Check out my morning self-care tasks:
My Bones: e.g medications, sitting up, food,
movement, meditation, personal care: face wipes
and mouthwash.
My Accordion: e.g styling hair, washing face,
brushing and floss teeth.

Yes, I still live with pain and symptoms and yes, I’m
If I am in a pain flare, then I may get dressed by
still living with and managing the effects of the
putting on an easy slip that’s practically a night
conditions every day. But I am happier (and in
dress, with a soft scarf thrown on and a fabric rose
many ways healthier) than when I got ill. So in that
in my hair.
way I have got better. There has been true healing.
It's easy but it still makes me feel ‘dressed’.
Healing is different from curing. We may not be
Whereas on a more energy-available day I may
cured, we may never go back to the life we had
choose to wear one of my curated outfits and I
before we were sick, we may never live a life 100%
may be out of bed more.
free of the conditions we are managing, but we can
all be healed, even those dying can be healed.
We make a plan with the basics, (the bones) and
then all the optional extras (the accordions) we
“Sometimes healing is not about getting better as
can expand into if we feel well enough.
much as about letting go of everything that isn’t
you. All of the expectations, all the beliefs and
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Personal Care:
Shine & Polish
"When we take ourselves seriously, we accept the
responsibility of knowing and loving our body."
~ Marion Woodman
Do you struggle with bathing and being bed
bound or house bound? Sometimes getting clean
and tidy is just not on the 'to do' list, and surviving
is. Plus, when you're stuck at home all day, there’s
often no real incentive to dress up. Does it matter,
you may ask yourself? Isn’t it a waste of energy?
That’s a viable option to consider. But we also
need to consider our psychological health and the
physical health of our skin, teeth, hair, nails and so
on.
While I agree that in much of our society there is
an inflated focus on washing and that many
people wash more than they need to or even more
than is healthy for their bodies - with people
getting their internal vaginal pH out of balance
with body washes and synthetic bathing products
etc - we still have to stay clean enough to be well.

We need to keep clean enough to prevent sores
and infections. Washing is also an (often naked)
opportunity to check out the health of our skin especially if we are sitting or lying a lot, pressure
sores are a risk - or to do regular sexual health
self-checks, like breast or genital self-exams.
To encourage myself to make the effort of
personal care, I turned bathing into a self-care
sacred practice.
Like dressing, it’s an accordion ritual - some
mornings, despite my best efforts I don't take out
my overnight vision correction contacts until
some time mid morning or clean my teeth until
noon.
Some mornings I do a full face
wash/exfoliate/tone/ cleanse/moisturise/massage
and mini-mani-pedi before starting my day.
It’s amazing how different we can feel when we
are freshly washed.
If washing is hard for you, consider making it
easier by resting and lying in a blanket, towel or
towelling dressing gown to dry off afterwards.
Investigate your bathing routine to discover what
puts you off, what draws you in, what’s hardest
and how it could be made easier…
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Limits Liberation
Plan
You can answer these Limits Liberation Plan
questions: in your journal, on this worksheet (you
can print it out), or in your mind.
Styles I love are _________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Hot Tip: Look at what you’ve gathered, what do
you love about it?
The shape, colour, texture, flow, the history, the
meaning, the aesthetic, feeling?
What are the commonalities in what you love?
Are you drawn to contrast, to complimentary
colours?
If you could pull what you love together, what
would you draw?
What aspects of these ideas do you feel confident
incorporating into your everyday life?

Yes, I still live with pain and symptoms and yes, I’m
My accessibility needs ___________________________
still living with and managing the effects of the
_________________________________________________
conditions every day. But I am happier (and in
_________________________________________________
many ways healthier) than when I got ill. So in that
way I have got better. There has been true healing.
My style manifesto:
Healing is different from curing. We may not be
My style is __________________ and _______________
cured, we may never go back to the life we had
with ____________________________________________
before we were sick, we may never live a life 100%
It makes me feel ________________________________
free of the conditions we are managing, but we can
all be healed, even those dying can be healed.
E.g My style is vintage, jewelled toned clothes with
flowing fabrics and loose shapes. It makes me feel
“Sometimes healing is not about getting better as
artistic, bohemian and free to move.
much as about letting go of everything that isn’t
you. All of the expectations, all the beliefs and
Hot Tip: Don't over-think this, it's just a place to
becoming who you are.” - Rachel Naomi Remen
begin.
Healing can be of the moment, noticing some part
What are my 3 favourite outfits? Why do I love
of your body which feels good or something in
them? What items do I already own that meet my
your life that you are pleased about. That despite all
aesthetic and practical needs? ___________________
the pain, fear, exhaustion, problems, that there is
_________________________________________________
still some part of your life that brings you some
_________________________________________________
ease for a second and a smile.
What alternatives to pyjamas am I excited to try?
This is what we will be looking towards here. In this
_________________________________________________
work some find physical healing, some people
_________________________________________________
recover, some don’t, but that’s not the point here,
it’s more of a side effect…
What clothing am I going to try co-opting for
accessibility? ____________________________________
We are looking for healing and living well and we
_________________________________________________
can all achieve that. Shall we begin? Turn the
_________________________________________________
page....

If I start with a piece of clothing that’s aesthetic,
how can I adapt it to meet my practical needs?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
E.g a gorgeous dress that is uncomfortable in the
wheelchair - could you cut out the bottom/back,
so you aren't sitting on it?
If you start with a piece that’s practical, how can
you accessorise it to fit your aesthetic?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
E.g a pair of trousers that fit your physical needs
but you don't like the colour. You could add
patches in a colour you love, dye the trousers or
wear them under a long dress/tunic in a colour
you do like.
What do I need to do to make clothing and
dressing accessible for me?
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
E.g Re-organise your wardrobe, use the StyleBook
app to show carers which clothes you'd like them
to pick out or which outfit you'd like to wear. Or
make a practice of dressing up once a week and
noting how it feels?

Beyond the Boundaries Self-Care journey action
stations, darling-one.
Where to start
My dressing and personal care Bones (essentials)
are: _____________________________________________
_________________________________________________
My Accordion (optional self-care extras) are: _____
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
I am going to test out my Self-Care dressing and
washing routine on _____________________________

Wow whee, well done trailblazer.
You have explored your aesthetics and created a
personal style and a way to make it happen.
High fives!

